
September 16-18, 2018 • Overland Park Sheraton & Convention Center • Kansas City

Don’t miss out! Register today at: datacenterinc.com/conference

Don’t miss your opportunity to 
network with fellow bankers,  
DCI staff, and industry experts  
for new ideas to help you succeed
 – plus some great activities –
all in one place, at a valule you  
won’t find anywhere else. 

Here’s a look at some of what 
we have planned for you:
• The latest iCore360® and eBanking features

• FREE instructor-led iCore360 training: 
   Lending • Account Origination • Online Banking 
   Security Gateway • Loan Portfolio Management  
   Associated Relationships • DCI Analytics, and more

• Exhibit showcase of top industry solutions  
   and partners

• 15th annual A.J. Krail Golf Tournament
    at Falcon Ridge

• New Theatre Restaurant, Escape Room
   adventure and Hollywood Casino

• Terrific giveaways including our  
   TRIP FOR TWO grand prize!

• And much more!

  

2018 DCI Annual Conference

Kenyon Salo
Professional Adventurer and Denver 
Broncos Thunderstorm Skydive 
Team Member  

Keynote

This high energy, inspirational and motivational 

presentation will lift you up both personally 

and professionally. Salo will show you how  

to live “The Bucket List Life” by giving you  

actionable steps that will help you  

achieve anything you desire.

Valuable updates and insights from industry 
experts like Bobby Young, Terri Bradford, 
Randy Johnston, Honey Shelton, Jeff Ball, 
Trey Maust, Tim Leonard, and more!

  Guest Experts



Terri Bradford 
Federal Reserve Bank’s 
Payments Improvement Update
Terri Bradford of the Federal Reserve 
Bank of Kansas City discusses the 
progress that has been/is being made 
on the goal of a real-time U.S. payment 
system by 2020.

Randy Johnston 
Emerging Technologies  
in Banking 
DCI board member and technology 
expert Randy Johnston discusses how 
emerging technologies like Artifical 
Intelligence, Big Data, Machine Learning 
and Cryptocurrency are transforming the 
landscape of business and banking, and 
what’s next on the horizon.

Honey Shelton 
When to Coach, When  
to Supervise 
If you are responsible for managing 
people, it is helpful to know how to bridge 
the roles of an effective supervisor that 
sets agendas, gives direction and conveys 
expectations, with the role of a coach 
to encourage others and foster self-
discovery, personal accountability, and 
self-evaluation.

Recruiting and Onboarding 
Your New Hires
Improve your success in finding, engaging 
and training new employees with ideas on 
how to showcase your culture, wow them 
with a genuine interest and care in their 
success, and keep their enthusiasm while 
making sure you check all the required boxes.

Jeff Ball 
ABA Regulatory Issues
Join California banker Jeff Ball, DCI 
board member and Chairman of the 
ABA Government Relations Council 
Administrative Committee, for an 
enlightening look at how the ABA sets 
administrative policies and efforts on 
both political and regulatory issues. 

Trey Maust 
ABA Community Banking 
Council Update 
Get an inside look at the work and progress 
of the ABA Community Banking Council 
from its current chairman (and DCI banker) 
Trey Maust, Executive Vice Chairman 
of Lewis and Clark Bank in Oregon and 
Chairman of Sheltered Harbor. 

Tim Leonard 
The Interactive ATM 
There is a lot of talk about branch 
transformation and the role interactive 
ATMs will play. This technology is not 
out of reach for the small community 
bank but they must approach the project 
smart. The vendors will sell you machines 
but the real work will be done by your 
bank’s staff. 

Successfully implementing ATMs is 
a complex endeavor and there is no 
reason to repeat others’ mistakes. Join 
Tim Leonard from Commercial Bank 
of Texas, as he explains the machines, 
their capabilities and how Bank 229 
implemented this new technology.

Featured Speakers

Plus sponsor sessions from Enacomm, The Clearing House, and Quattro!



Featured Speakers

DCI eBanking Internet/Mobile Solutions
Come discover the latest DCI eBanking Internet/mobile/and 
voice banking solutions with high-value, easy to use features, 
including online statements, images, Cash Management, Bill Pay 
and personal finance tools.  
 
iCore360® Analytics
Get a closer look at the exciting new iCore360 Analytics that 
helps you easily analyze, monitor and navigate your bank’s 
health, operations and customer relationships through intuitive 
and visually dynamic, interactive tools that reveal a wealth of 
information customized for you and your workflow.  

DCI Solution Updates

Small Bank IT Roundtable
Bring your questions to this peer discussion moderated 
by DCI IT engineers on basic best practices for your small 
bank’s IT security, 3rd party vendor issues, and teller 
updates, plus Q&A and the sharing of examples, success 
stories and lessons learned with other DCI bankers. 
 
What Keeps HR Managers Up At Night?
Sit in on this moderated “sharing” session, to discuss problems 
and solutions to some of HR’s most challenging issues.
 

Account Origination –  
Opening Multiple Accounts 
In this hands-on session, learn how to open accounts from start 
to finish using the new Multiple Accounts feature of iCore360 
Account Origination.  
 
Analytics 101: A Beginner’s Overview 
This hands-on class covers the basic navigation and formatting 
features of iCore360 Analytics, and is the ideal starting point for 
those who are new to this feature, even those who have experience 
with InfoSight. Note: If you are not already familiar with iCore360 
Analytics, you should attend this session prior to attending the 
Analytics 102 and 201 conference sessions. An online version of this 
session is also currently available via DCI University.  
 

Analytics 102: Basic Report Creation 
This fast paced, hands-on session shows you the basics of 
analysis creation, including the use of prompts and filters.  
Note: This session is for those who are already familiar with 
iCore360 Analytics, or have attended the Analytics 101 
beginner overview.  
 
Analytics 201: Published Reporting  
and Dashboards 
This fast paced, hands-on session introduces you to the 
Published Reporting feature and how to incorporate reports 
and analyses into a custom dashboard. Note: This session is for 
those who are already familiar with iCore360 Analytics or have 
attended both the Analytics 101 and Analytics 102 sessions. 
 

FREE iCore360® Classroom Training

Watch for more sessions 
to be announced soon!



Associated Relationships: The Big Picture 
Explore the Associated Relationship Profile to view your 
customer’s total relationship, including associated deposit and 
loan balances, account level detail and more. 
 
Mastering the Security Gateway 
Learn to navigate the different layers of DSG security to 
perform internal security audits, review activity on employee 
accounts, utilize key sub-applications and security reports plus 
other useful tips and tricks. 
 
Gaining Efficiency with Home Pages 
Make the most of your iCore360 experience by learning how to 
arrange your Home Page with links to your favorite iCore360 
screens, reports, websites, files, or other Home Pages for fast, 
easy viewing in one centralized and managed location that best 
matches the typical flow of your business day.  
 
iCore360® 101: The Basics 
Are you new to iCore360 or just need to brush up on the 
basics? Join us to get reacquainted with the many features of 
iCore360, including system navigation, screen elements, online 
help and learning resources, and how to utilize some of the 
most often accessed screens.  
 
iCore360®

 

Lending – Tips and Tricks 
Come take a look at commonly overlooked ways to use specific 
features, tools and functions of iCore360 to make your lending 
workflows more efficient and profitable.  
 

iCore360® Release Review/Preview 
Take an in-depth look at the new iCore360 enhancements you 
may have missed from the 2018.5 release. You will also get a 
sneak peek of enhancements coming in the 2018.11 release. 
Presented in three unique sessions, one each for Deposits, 
Loans, and Management functions. 
 
iCore360® Tickler 
Dive in for a deeper understanding of the iCore360 Tickler 
function and tricks for customizing it to your needs, including 
how to create a multi-step workflow that ties tickler tasks 
together to prompt you and your team at each step and ensure 
tasks are completed within a specific time frame.  
 
Loan Portfolio Management 
Come see how the new iCore360 Loan Portfolio Management 
option centralizes important loan officer portfolio information. 
Learn how to search for information by officer and loan stage 
and see what future enhancements will include.  
 
Mastering Customer and Account Addresses 
Learn how to command the customer address screens to 
maintain addresses on a single account or multiple accounts, 
send correspondence to different addresses, set up recurring 
addresses, and more.   
 
eStatements: Stand Out and Succeed Online 
Discover the multiple options DCI offers for eBanking 
Statements and the unique differences between them so you can 
choose the best way to make your bank stand out in the crowd.  
 
 

 

FREE iCore360® Classroom Training (cont.)



See the smash hit musical 
“Mama Mia” featuring music 
from the legendary group 
ABBA at the New Theatre 
lunch and show.

Join fellow team members to follow clues 
and solve the mystery before time runs 

out in your Tick Tock Escape adventure!

Play for top prizes in the 15th annual 
A.J. Krail golf tournament at beautiful 
Falcon Ridge Golf Course. 

Ride the DCI fun bus to 
Hollywood Casino after 

the Sunday reception!

Win BIG with fabulous prize 
giveaways, discounts and 
gifts just for attending!

On Sunday, eat, drink, network  
and see top-notch solutions  
at the exhibitor showcase  
and reception. 

Then Monday night, join us 
for an evening of sensational 
music, dancing, and lively 
audience participation as the 
Motones vs. the Jerseys in an 
ultimate ‘60s music battle! 
And you’ll get to determine
the winner!!!

Activities and Entertainment

Optional Sunday Activities: 

Registered today at: datacenterinc.com/conference



Go Mobile at Conference!

Search for the CrowdCompass
AttendeeHub in the App Store on iOS
devices or the Play Store on Android,
then download the app to your device.

Download the DCI conference 
mobile app to simplify and enhance 
your conference experience.

• Access session details anytime, anywhere

• Customize your personal in-app agenda

• Easily navigate the event using built-in maps

• Schedule one-on-one consultations

• Stay up-to-date with latest event information

• View vendors and sponsors

• Interact with other attendees with messaging,    
   social walls and competitions

Hotel Reservations
Make your reservations at the Sheraton TODAY before the group rate expires!

Go to: datacenterinc.com/conference or call: 866-837-4214.

You may even win one of our FREE night giveaways! 

 


